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Abstract— This study aims to improve the performance of Proportional+Integral+Differential (PID) control to reduce the speed of the
steam flow rate and search optimal points in the evaporation process of Multiple Effect Evaporator (MEE). Optimization of PID
control tuning parameters using Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) by adding a weighting factor of inertia is expected to handle
nonlinear systems with evaporator undershoot response characteristics that are difficult to treat and improve response of the system
with large overshoot, and long rise time. The results showed PSO is able to provide improved performance tuning PID control system
to improve system response in MEE control system with a rise time of 0.01 seconds, 3.35% overshoot, settling time of 6.10 seconds
and able respond plant undershoot MEE of 28.11%.The results show that, PSO with inertia weight w provides additional tuning
better than PID control by ZN method of max criteria over shoot, rise time and settling time of 5.38%, 3.05 seconds, 10.1 seconds,
compared to tuning PID control method with PSO (3.35%, 0.01 seconds, 6.10 seconds).
Keywords— PSO, PID, Evaporator, MEE, Inertia

parameter estimation for nonlinear dynamic rational filters.
For modeling the nonlinear rational filter, the filter of the
unknown parameters are arranged in the form of a vector
parameter called particles in PSO terminology [22], the
problem of simultaneous and coordinated tuning parameters
stabilizer and automatic voltage regulators (AVRs)
advantage in multi-machine power system is considered.
This problem is formulated as an optimization problem,
which is solved by using particle swarm optimization
technique (PSO). The purpose of a control parameter
optimization problem solving nonlinear representing the
allowable parameters of the system [6], a new design method
for determining the optimal proportional-integral-derivative
(PID) controller in AVR system using a tuning algorithm
(PSO). Use intelligent system method to search for optimal
efficiency, the approach of intelligent system such as to the
PSO has excellent features, with easy implementation, stable
convergence characteristics [16], optimal tuning of PID
controller parameters on a dc motor based on advanced
particle swarm optimization algorithm [1]. This research
method is performed start from the design procedure and
simulation tuning PID control based on PSO which includes
two important phases, that are system modeling and design
tuning PID control based on PSO. In the modeling system
done by identifying process based on the data variable in the

I. INTRODUCTION
Production systems in industrial processes are so complex
and dynamic, so that the process often have undesirable
conditions due to a lack of ability on the production process
control system, such as the production process at the plant
sap sugar. Lack of evaporation control performance or
decreasing in water content in evaporator system resulting
in product that is less than the maximum. This study aims to
improve the performance of Proportional + Integral +
Differential (PID) control to dampen the speed of the steam
flow rate and do a search optimal points in the evaporation
process and modeling the evaporator in mathematical.
Optimization of PID control tuning parameters using Particle
Swarm Optimization (PSO) by adding a weighting factor of
inertia is expected to handle nonlinear systems with
evaporator undershoot response characteristics that are
difficult to treat and improve the system response with
overshoot, rise time is quite long and large.This study is
based on previous studies that have been tested are: the PSO
tuning PID control can handle the dynamics of a system that
have similar to the process that is optimal tuning of PID
controller using adaptive hybrid particle swarm optimization
algorithm [21], algorithm PSO to solve the problem of
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Feed energy and steam energy equilibrium

evaporator plant. The second stages is the PSO design as
tuning PID control, the whole design of the research carried
out by using the simulation software.

dT/dt = Mf (Tin – Ts) + cp∆T(Tout –Ts)
dH/dt = Ms/vs * H1 + U*A*∆T (Ts – T) - Ms/vs * H0* V * Q

(3)
(4)

II. MATERIAL AND METHODS
Enter the digits into the matrix space that is already in
process simulation program, search criteria that must be
controlled in some effect evaporator process, make a block
diagram of a multiple effect evaporator process and PID
control, create a set of PID based on PSO method, run the
simulation and analysis chart (oscillation) and outcome data
from the run control.

A. Multi effect evaporators
Evaporator is a tool that servers to convert part or all of a
solvent from a solution of liquid into vapor. Single-Effect
Evaporator only through a single evaporation chamber and a
space heater is given by the heat transfer surface area.
Material (feed) and hot steam entering the same effect, the
product came out well in the same effect [7]. To save the use
of steam is usually used Multiple Effect Evaporator (MEE),
in fig. 1 is a schematic process MEE, the workings of the
setting of double effect the latent heat of the steam out of the
products used for heating effect following its effects.
Similarly, the effect of numbers starting with one heated by
steam. It will have the highest pressure. Steam from the first
effects will be used to heat the Securities second, which
consequently will operate at lower pressures. It continues
through the channel: pressure drop through the order so that
steam will travel from one effect to the next effect [7].

C. Input-Output Evaporator Model Identification
Identification procedures in the study had a complex
process and based on three main factors, among others: the
data, the structure of the model, and the selection criteria for
identification.
D. State - Space
Completion of mathematic models of simpler ways to
complete the transfer function is to create a state-space
matrix [5], state-space as a theory to model the evaporator.
In control engineering, the representation of the state space
is a mathematical model of a physical system as a set of
input and output variables associated with the first-order
differential equations. The state space equation:
•

Fig.1. Triple Effect Evaporator

(5)

y(t) = C(t)x(t) + D(t)u(t)

(6)

A(t) : state matrix.
B(t) : input matrix.
C(t) : output matrix.
D(t) : direct transmission matrix.

B. Mathematical Modeling of Multi Effect Evaporator
One way to resolve the dynamics of a production process
by modeling a production system by modeling in
mathematical methods, it is also useful to predict the
production system work before production systems are used,
one of the methods used numerical methods for predicting
melting through the gap applied to the one-dimensional
stefan problem using taylor series [3]. The systematics of
this study contains the procedures that will be performed
starting from the preparation stage began with literature
study of the dynamics in the multi-effect of evaporator
process and PSO algorithms as the tuning PID control until
conclusion of the research. The method of this research can
be explained into the following stages: searching input and
output value of the physics equation, enter the mentioned
value data toward mass and energy equilibrium, with the
mass and energy equilibrium in a decrease in time as follows
[17].

Figure 2 block diagram of an image on a matrix
representation of the state space

Fig. 2. Block diagram of the matrix State Space

E. Process Dynamics
The dynamics of a system of production process is very
difficult to predict, although it is difficult lot of research on
the analysis of the dynamics of the development process of a
system, such as in research Dynamic response of split feed
multi-effect evaporators using mathematical modelling and
simulation [4]. The process in the evaporator involves the
steam mass, feed mass, and energy, while the output in the

Feed mass and steam mass equilibrium
dM/dt = Min – Mout - Mv
d(ρsvs)/dt = ρsMsin/v – ρsMsout/v

x(t) = A(t) x(t) + B(t)u(t)

(1)
(2)
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form of mass vapor, viscous liquids and residue steam which
into the condensate. Evaporator process must always
produce steam and liquid, which is the result of the
evaporation process. In this research, the reference for
control the steam and feed masses, the steam mass into an
evaluation component to determine the optimum viscosity in
the evaporation process produces.

H. Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)
Optimization in the performance of a production process
in the industry is necessary, one to streamline the
performance of the means of production, process
optimization are urgently needed as the study sizing
optimization of standalone photovoltaic system for
residential lighting [19]. Optimization using intelligent
system has been successfully implement in some control
systems [8] – [14]. Basic PSO technique is introduced by
Kennedy and Elberhart in 1995, inspired by the social
behavior of a flock of birds or fish. In the PSO, each solution
is a point where a large number of particles moving in each
dimension space. Birds (particles) will find their food
through their own efforts and social cooperation with other
birds in the vicinity. Process Flow PSO:
1. Generation of initial population random.
2. Evaluate the fitness function.
3. Compare the value of the fitness evaluation with pbest. If the value is now better than p-best, then set pbest value equal to the present value. And pbest-i, m
(t) is equal to the value of the current position on the
dimension m.
4. Identification of other particles that have p-best, if the
value is greater than g-best p-best, then set equal to
the pbest g-best.
5. Update the value of the speed and position of a
particle.
6. Repeat step 2 until the criteria are matched (have
optimal fitness value or the number of iterations has
been reached).

F. Evaporator System Model Identification
The identification of a production process is necessary
because the results of the analysis of identification will be
modeled in the form of empirical or analytical, like his thing
in the process of evaporation in the evaporator system. The
research shows the need for identification of the evaporator
neural networks for nonlinear dynamic system modelling
and identification [20]. The evaporator plant modeling using
the identification method of physics equations derived from
the mathematical model developed by Geankoplis [7] and
put into the state-space matrix to assist the completion of the
process dynamics equations in the evaporator plant, so the
plant will represent the real conditions. In addition to using
state-space modeling plant can be done use Laplace
transformation method, but if too many variables are used in
the research will complicate the transfer function. Statespace in the process of system mathematical modeling is
done with a data connection through the input-output
variables evaporator.
G. PID tuning using PSO
Tuning optimization is a big influence on the performance
of PID control, because the determination of the PID control
is determined by the value of Kp, Ki, Kd. One method of
tuning to determine the value of Kp, Ki, Kd is the method of
PSO, the current tuning method with PSO has been much
research done one robust PID controller tuning based on the
constrained PSO [15]. PID control optimization process is
done to get the right values in the PID control parameters, so
the response generated controllers capable of handling the
minimum conditions for the achievement of rapid setpoint
and small overshoot. PSO algorithm is used to find the value
of parameters optimization of PID control as show in Fig.3,
because this method has the advantages of rapid
convergence point in determining the desired minimum
objective function, the search value of Kp, Ki, Kd, with PSO
algorithm simulation program conducted on the parameters
of the plant MEE.
Search framework parameters (Kp, Ki and Kd) in the selftuning PID control using PSO is based on a performance
index that is minimized through the objective function to
meet the needs of the process.

Figure 4 show an illustration particles have velocity and
position components that move random towards the best
solution.

Fig. 4. The Concept Of Finding The Particle In Space Dimension By PSO

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Plant Identification
The process mathematical model based on physics and
subsequent equations in physics based on the time put into
state space matrix using the system input-output data. The
first step in modeling is the input-output data put into
equilibrium equation, then put into a matrix data to simplify
the deriving process becoming a matrix data before inclusion
in the state space matrix formulation. From the state space
method obtained process mathematical relation that form the
transfer function of each input-output data. Figure 5 is a
mathematical model dynamics between the output and input
in the evaporator 1 and 2 with the steam mass in the
evaporator as its set point.

Fig.3. Structure Of PSO In Tuning PID Control [18]
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Performance criteria include overshoot, rise time, settling
time and steady state error.

Fig.5. Mathematical Model Structure of Plant Multiple Effect Evaporator
(MEE)

B. Testing PSO System for PID Parameter Determination

Fig. 6. Optimization Structure of PSO Tuning PID Control Parameters [2]

Fig. 7. Step Test at Setpoint 4.22 kg/s

In determining the tuning parameters of PID control, the
PSO must have the objective function to evaluate the
function of the error through the iterative process of particles
in the search space as shown in Fig. 7. PSO method is used
as the optimization tuning, has some particles in the
population, where each particle contains three members of
the P, I and D, it means that every particle has a threedimensional search space and the particles move in threedimensional space. In search of a solution particle has a new
position which is used as the basis for updating the particle
positions are associated with the best previous position of
the particle. General equation of the PID controller is:

Figure 7 above is a comparison the control response
between tuning method based algorithm Ziegler-Nichols
(ZN) with PSO in the MEE control process. From the results
show the PSO is able to provide more optimal tuning
options with max over shoot of 3.35% rise time 0.01 seconds
and settling time 6.10 seconds compared to using the ZN
max overs hoot 5.38%, rise time 3.05 seconds and settling
time 10.1 seconds. PSO is able to improve the control
response generated by lifting the fall response (undershoot)
of 28.11% at the time of transient conditions.

U (t ) = K p x e(t) +
where :

Kp
Ti
Td

1
de(t )
e(t )dt + Td
∫
Ti
dt

(8)

= Propotional Gain
= Integral time
= Derivative time

Error variable e(t) describes the difference between the
setpoint with the actual output of the process. Large control
signal issued by the PID control algorithm is multiplying
error with Kp, Ki and Kd parameters. Three integral
performance criteria in the frequency domain has advantages
and disadvantages. The disadvantage of the Integral
Absolute Error (IAE) and Integrated of Sequare Error (ISE)
criterion is the response minimization process. Deriving
Integral of Time Weight Square Eror (ITSE) formula in the
analytic are complex and need to add time in its calculations.
Performance criteria equation of IAE, ISE and ITSE are:

Fig. 8. Performance Index of IAE PSO and ZN

The comparison results of the control systems error
performance test of ZN and PSO based on IAE, show PSO
results more minimum error, it can be seen in Fig. 9, where
ZN has the IAE index for 34.69, while PSO amounted to
2.53. This means that PSO is able to reduce the error
generated during the control process runs. With the
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achievement of steady-state error value faster means PSO is
able to achieve fast settling time in fulfilling the objective
function is determined. In fig. 8 at the time of 7 seconds
control error has not changed, which means the response has
reached the setpoint.

Fig. 11. Performance Index of IAE for the inertia weight w PSO different

Index performance control systems can be measured using
MSE, IAE, ISE or ITAE. In this case, PSO as tuning PID
control index performance parameters (Kp, Ki and Kd) were
measured using the IAE. Figure 11 is measured using the
IAE performance index to determine the control design PSO
at different inertia weights. From the results suggest tuning
the PSO with inertia weight w = 0.80 has the most minimum
IAE index, the performance index compared with other
inertia weight.

Fig. 9. Tracking Setpoint Test of PSO and ZN

Figure 9 is the tracking setpoint test at different levels of
state control with PID control parameters are determined by
PSO and ZN. From the results indicate that the parameters
obtained through the optimization of PSO is able to provide
a more optimal tuning options, so to improve the system
response to meet its expected targets by settling time, rise
time faster.

D. PSO Test on The Value of C1 and C2 are different

C. PSO on Inertia Test Weight (w) different
PSO performance is strongly influenced by inertia weight
to reduce the speed of the particles in the update position,
because the minimum value of the objective function is
sought often overlooked. Figure 10 is the result of the PID
controller system response with the Kp, Ki and Kd tuning
based on a PSO algorithm with inertia weight w is different.
From the results showed different controlling responses to a
variety of PSO weights is used, where the fastest settling
time is achieved when the PSO weight w = 0.80 with a more
refined system response and there is nothing osilatif at the
time of transient towards the setpoint.

Fig. 12. Differences in C1 and C2 on PSO tuning with weights w = 0.85

Velocity of particles in the PSO algorithm in finding the
search space is determined by the value of the C1 kognitive
parameter and C2 parameter social. C1 kognitive parameter
useful for maintaining relations of particles to other particles
and C2 parameter social serves to maintain relations with all
other particles in the population. From the simulation results
by comparing the value of C1 and C2 are different, it affects
the rate of particle velocity in fulfilling the objective
function. Figure 12 shows a different controlling response on
the step test setpoint 4.22 kg/s of steam mass. PSO with the
value of C1 and C2 = 1.5 has a smoother response and nonoscillation at the time of transient conditions to the setpoint
than the value of C1 and C2 are different, which generate
oscillation when the condition of transient to the setpoint.
Control response on the value of C1 = 1.5 and C2 = 2 has the
greatest amplitude oscillations at the time of the transient to
the setpoint.

Fig. 10. Step Test at Setpoint 4.22 kg/s steam mass at various inertia weight
parameter of PSO different
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E. PSO Test on the Number of Particles are Different
PSO performance also depends on the number of particles,
where each particle can be a candidate solution in
determining the point of optimization according to the
evaluation function is expected. The particles number effect
in search optimization point that the more number of
particles, the longer search optimization point because each
particle must go through an evaluation function to achieve
desired criteria. Conversely, if the number of particles is too
small then less likely to find the best position of the particle.

IV. CONCLUSIONS
The results of running the plant MEE with the tuning PID
control based on the PSO method, its performance can be
seen from the chart comparison with a fitness value with the
criteria value w, c1, c2, are different. Factor of inertia weight
(w) in the PSO is used to dampen the velocity of the particle
to be more thorough in the search space the optimization to
achieve a more optimal objective function. From the results
of research conducted PSO is able to provide improved
performance tuning PID control system to improve the
control system response in MEE control system with a rise
time of 0.01 seconds, overshoot of 3.35%, settling time of
6.10 seconds and was able to give a response undershoot
plant MEE of 28.11%. From the results of the application of
the plant MEE, PSO with inertia weight w able to provide
better tuning than PID control parameters based on the ZN
method. The response given by the ZN method of max
overshoot criteria, rise time and settling time of 5.38%, 3.05
seconds, 10.1 seconds, from the results of tuning PID control
method with PSO better with the results of the criteria
overshoot, rise time, settling time, 3.35 %, 0.01 seconds,
6.10 seconds.
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